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This paper describes a DRSSTC controller which is unique by the fact that it predicts
the primary current zero crossing, thereby enabling Zero Current Switching

Introduction: The LC load in a DRSSTC offers the opportunity to switch at the current zero crossing.
In small coils, where the devices react in nanoseconds, this may be claimed within reasonable margins.
In bigger coils, however, where the IGBT`s have turn off delays, and times, that measure in the
microsecond range, this becomes impossible unless special attention is directed to solve the effects of
these delays.
By using accurate current transformers, and an inductor in series with the burden resistor, a timing
signal that _leads_ the primary current is derived, so that the switching sequence can be initiated in
advance, and so that the actual switching incident happens right at the zero crossing.
Credits: Although I boast that this controller is now the state of the art, I mean no disrespect to it’s
predecessors or their designers: on the contrary. If their designs had not been here, this one would not
either. In the prototype stage, I was using a Steven Ward controller on a small H-bridge to supply me
with primary current to predict zero crossing on, and I patched my improved cirsuits on to it . What I
know, I have learned from the people who designed before me, and I mention with special acclaim:
Aron Koscho, Stephen Ward , Terry Fritz , Steve Conner, Antonio Carlos M. DeQueros, Daniel
Uhrenholt, and Christopher Hooper who pushed me into doing this project.
I am particularly indebted to Richie Burnett for offering me the idea of adding an inductor to the
current transformer burden, and patiently explaining the finer points of bridge switches.
Last but not least, the collective effort of The Pupman list and the 4HV forum, where I have been
studying intensively over the last decade.

Since the invention of the DRSSTC, it has been common practice to switch the bridge with a gate
signal created at the current zero crossing.
Doing this, the switching happens after the zero crossing by a period determined by the device turn off
delay and time.
To avoid IGBT shoot trough, the turn on of the IGBT’s is delayed with a gate resistor, often bypassed
by a reverse conducting diode, to avoid increasing the turn off time of the device.
Switching after the current zero crossing, the current has commutated to the freewheeling diodes and
considerable current is flowing.
When the opposite IGBT’s start to conduct, these freewheeling diodes are forced into recovery, and
while the recovery takes place, over a period of 200-400nS, an IGBT-diode shoot trough situation takes
place.
This shoot trough exerts a shock excitation of the buss inductance, and considerable voltage ringing,
often up to ½ buss voltage, and in the 10s of megahertz range, takes place.
To get around this scenario, a slightly more refined front end of the controller has to be built, one
where the signals are kept analogue untill the bridges switch timing marker has been extracted.
With an inductor in series with the burden resistor, it is possible to derive a voltage signal that *leads*
the current in the primary circuit. In the prototype stage, this burden looked like this:

Below, the cyan trace shows the primary current measured with Pearson Current Monitor #101, and
the green trace is from a homewound current transformer with 50 turns, and with a 1uF inductor in
series with the 0.5 ohms burden resistor. It is seen that the derived signal leads the current signal by
around 2uS and is therefore a valuable reference to base the advanced timing of the device turn off and
on.

Since the derived signal crosses zero in more than amble time before the switching cycle should
commence, *some* delay has to be introduced. The first schematic proposal looked like this:

This circuit has lasted to the final schematic, only with a better comparator.
Experience has shown me, that a circuit handling RF signals in a noisy environment has to be correctly
breadboarded with realistic bypassing on vast ground planes, in short form: a proper circuit board has
better be made from the start.
Based on this initial schematic:

This circuit board, with generous ground planes, separate for analog front end and final digital
stages, was layd out:

Etched, populated and debugged:

Proper and crucial decoupling of comparator AD790:

With this prototyping effort in mind,

Circuit description.
The signal, leading the current, from the combined resistive/inductive current transformer burden, is
fed into IC1, an AD790 comparator . The comparators output is a square wave signal, which acts as

the reference for the final signal used to controll the bridge switch.
Since the signal leads the current more than is desired, a RC delay stage is inserted between
comparator and the first schmitt trigger. Diodes make it possible to delay each edge of the signal
separately. The aim with this section of the circuit is to produce a signal of 50/50 duty cycle, where
the transition is so placed that the switch actually does perform ZCS. While adjusting this stage,
watch for voltage spikes across buss, and across devices. When they disappear, ZCS has been
acheived.
This video shows how adjusting the timing can remove most of the voltage spikes and ringing:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5tj601tTrI
To provide adjustable deadtime, this signal is now split in 2, and each signal is passed through
another RC time constant delay. Finally, these signals are fed into UCC27322 gate drives chips.
These chips form the output to the power circuit.

Over current protection:
Precise and predictable over current protection is provided by a combination of an accurete current
transformer, a precision rectifier and a comparator. AD790 is chosen again due the short 40nS
delay, the +-15V input swing, the 0,5mV hysteresis and the easy interface to 5V logic.
A schematic for a one-opamp presicion rectifier was found in the datasheet of the Intersil CA3130
opamp.

The Intersil CA3130 was too slow for the task, so instead Linears LM7171 was used.

By setting the appropriate voltage on pin 3 of IC8, with R13, the comparator changes state when the
maximum current is exeeded.
An example:
With a current transformer 2.5mV/A, the voltage out at 5000Apri. Is 12V. This voltage has to be
preset for a 5000A current limit.

This, of course, corresponds to a very large Tesla coil, and a motor for this is currently under
construction:

This large coil will be used determine if there is a need for deadtime, and to set at least European
records.
The rest of the circuit is very similar to the one designed by Steven Ward in 2005, so no further
description is necessary.
The driver has been tested with a smaller, medium sized coil, the performance of which can be
viewed here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S533gY4R_QI
This circuit is offered to the public domain, in the true spirit of science, and for peer review.
Cheers, Finn Hammer
Coiling in Denmark

